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2Department of Physiology and Medical Physics, Medical University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, AustriaABSTRACT Pulmonary surfactant (PS) is an essential complex of lipids and specific proteins synthesized in alveolar type II
pneumocytes, where it is assembled and stored intracellularly as multilayered organelles known as lamellar bodies (LBs).
Once secreted upon physiological stimulation, LBsmaintain a densely packed structure in the form of lamellar body-like particles
(LBPs), which are efficiently transferred into the alveolar air-water interface, lowering surface tension to avoid lung collapse at
end-expiration. In this work, the structural organization of membranes in LBs and LBPs freshly secreted by primary cultures of rat
ATII cells has been compared with that of native lung surfactant membranes isolated from porcine bronchoalveolar lavage. PS
assembles in LBs as crystalline-like highly ordered structures, with a highly packed and dehydrated state, which is maintained at
supraphysiological temperatures. This relatively ordered/packed state is retained in secreted LBPs. The micro- and nanostruc-
tural examination of LBPs suggests the existence of high levels of structural complexity in comparison with the material purified
from lavages, which may contain partially inactivated or spent structures. Additionally, freshly secreted surfactant LBPs exhibit
superior activity when generating interfacial films and a higher intrinsic resistance to inactivating agents, such as serum proteins
or meconium. We propose that LBs are assembled as an energy-activated structure competent to form very efficient interfacial
films, and that the organization of lipids and proteins and the properties displayed by the films formed by LBPs are likely similar to
those established at the alveolar interface and represent the actual functional structure of surfactant as it sustains respiration.
INTRODUCTIONThe alveolar spaces of mammalian lungs are lined by a thin
layer of water coated with a macromolecular lipid-protein
complex, the pulmonary surfactant (PS) (1). PS is essential
for breathing as it reduces the surface tension at the lung’s
air-liquid interface, thus preventing atelectasis (alveolar
collapse), particularly at the end of expiration (2–4). Addi-
tionally, PS is also an important component of the innate im-
mune defense system in the lung (5–7) and it has been
described to facilitate oxygen diffusion through the thin wa-
ter layer covering the respiratory surface (8). It is composed
of phospholipids (80%), neutral lipids (mainly cholesterol,
8–10%), and surfactant-associated proteins (10%) (1,9,10).
Surfactant components are produced in specialized cells
of the alveolar epithelium, the alveolar type II cells. The
protein components are synthesized in the endoplasmic re-
ticulum, processed in the Golgi apparatus and late endo-
somes/multivesicular bodies and partly assembled in the
intracellular storage organelles known as lamellar bodies
(LBs), whereas surfactant lipids may traffic directly from
the endoplasmic reticulum into LBs (1,11,12). LBs are lyso-
some-related vesicles with an acidic interior pH of ~6 (13).
Proteomic profiling of LBs reveals a highly dynamic organ-
elle containing proteins corresponding to different func-
tional categories, mainly with lipid-related functions andSubmitted April 15, 2015, and accepted for publication October 13, 2015.
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0006-3495/15/12/2295/12involved in the biosynthetic, secretory, and endocytic path-
ways of PS (14,15). Interestingly, the lipid importer ABCA3
has been proposed to play a key role in surfactant biogenesis
incorporating phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidyl-
glycerol (PG) through the limiting membrane of LBs into
their lumen (14,16). Deficiencies in this transporter are asso-
ciated with some respiratory syndromes of variable severity
(17). By transmission electron microscopy, LBs appear as
osmiophilic vesicles containing tightly packed, relatively
periodically arranged lamellae, surrounded by an outer
limiting membrane (11).
Exocytosis of LBs is a constitutive and regulated process,
which can be stimulated by certain chemical or physical fac-
tors (18–21). Upon secretion, LBs are released as dense par-
ticulate entities (lamellar body-like particles, LBPs), which
remain in a compact state until reaching the alveolar air-
liquid interface (22). Once LBPs contact the interface, they
disintegrate leading to an instantaneous spreading ofmaterial
and the formation of a surface-active film (26). It has been
recently reported how the adsorptive capacity of LBPs into
an air-liquid interface is affected by some physicochemical
parameters, such as pH and temperature (23). A particularly
dramatic impact on interfacial adsorption was seen by the
proteolytic treatment of LBPs, suggesting the importance
of surfactant proteins. We have previously described that
the films formed by adsorbed LBPs exhibit a lateral structural
heterogeneity manifested by a lipid phase coexistence with
segregated ordered and disordered regions (24). In addition,http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.10.022
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large protruded three-dimensional (3D) complex structures
aswell as a stiffening and solidification of the ensuing surface
films. Interestingly, the solid-like character and the 3D struc-
tures associated with the film are not observed upon adsorp-
tion of surfactant purified from bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL) (24). These findings suggested that surfactant derived
from animal BAL, which is typically used as a standard ma-
terial and a reference for optimal surfactant function, could
only partially represent the properties of the film existing in
the alveolar spaces, preventing a proper interpretation of
the structure and behavior of surfactant in the native situa-
tion. In fact, material from lavage likely contains partially
inactivated complexes (already spent, or oxidized), and
possibly structures from locations in the airways different
than alveolar spaces and/or related with other functions.
In this work and to further investigate the genuine struc-
tural organization of LBPs, we have assessed packing and
hydration properties of surfactant stored in intracellular
LBs as well as in LBPs secreted by primary cultures of rat
ATII cells in comparison with that of native lung surfactant
membranes isolated from porcine BAL. We propose that the
structures and activities exhibited by material assembled
and freshly secreted by primary cells is more likely to repre-
sent the real situation at the alveolar spaces. We have also
analyzed the nanostructural features of adsorbed LBPs as
well as their response to inhibitory agents in terms of surface
activity and stability. Our findings corroborate the existence
of significant structural differences between both types of
surfactant organizations and their correlation with func-
tional efficiency at the air-liquid interface.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
ATP, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate, Brilliant Black (BB), salts, and chem-
icals were purchased from Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich Quı´mica, Madrid, Spain).
1,1-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiIC 18)
and 2-(4,4-difluoro-5,7dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-sindacene-3pentanoyl)-
1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (Bodipy-PC) were from
Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). The phospholipid quantitation kit was
purchased from Spinreact (Girona, Spain).Cell preparation
Alveolar type II (ATII) cells were isolated from the lungs of anesthetized
male Sprague-Dawley rats as introduced by Dobbs et al (25) with minor
modifications as described elsewhere (26). Upon isolation and purification,
cells were seeded in petri dishes and maintained for 3 days in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium culture supplemented with fetal calf serum and
antibiotics.Surfactant preparations
This work establishes a systematic comparison of the behavior of surfactant
freshly secreted by primary cultures of rat type II cells and surfactant com-
plexes purified from porcine BAL. In our extensive experience, surfactantBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306material from different mammal species such as rats, mice, or pigs has a
similar compositional framework and a very consistent behavior. We there-
fore assume that the comparison between the materials studied here may
reveal relevant features of different surfactant stages, on top of more negli-
gible interspecific differences. Exocytosis and release of LBPs was stimu-
lated by incubation of adherent ATII cells with ATP (100 mM) and phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate (500 nM) in buffered solution (containing, in mM:
NaCl 140, KCl 5, MgCl2 1, CaCl2 2, HEPES 10, pH 7.4 supplemented
with 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin and 100 units/ml penicillin) as previously
described (25). After 6 h of stimulation at 37C, supernatants containing
released LBPs were harvested, aliquoted, and stored at 20C until use.
Electron microscopy examination revealed that this material is rich in
densely packed multilamellar structures (the LBP particles) but contain
no tubular myelin figure (24). Native surfactant from BALs of slaughtered
porcine adult fresh lungs was purified and separated from blood compo-
nents by NaBr density-gradient centrifugation as described (27). It contains
all the components assembled and secreted into the lipid-protein complexes
synthetized by the pneumocytes, including the lipids and the hydrophilic
(SP-A) and hydrophobic proteins. The organic extract (OE) from porcine
native surfactant purified from lavage (containing all the surfactant lipids
plus the hydrophobic proteins SP-B and SP-C; composition characterized
in detail elsewhere (28)) was obtained by chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v)
extraction (29). To obtain an aqueous suspensions of OE, the required vol-
ume of the extract was first dried under nitrogen and then under vacuum us-
ing the equipment from UNIVAP for 2 h to remove traces of solvent, and
then hydrated in buffer 5 mM Tris pH 7, 150 mM NaCl for 1 h at 45C.
Phospholipid content was measured by phosphorous quantitation (30) or
by enzymatic detection (31). Cholesterol in NS and OE samples has been
calculated to be around 8% by mass with respect to phospholipids, as deter-
mined by a cholesterol oxidase enzymatic assay (28). The proportion of
cholesterol in LBPs is closer to 5%.Laurdan fluorescence
NS, OE, and suspensions of secreted LBPs were stained with the fluorescent
probe Laurdan (6-lauroyl, 1-2-dimethylamino naphthalene) for 1 h at 37C
in a proportion of 1% (mol/mol) with respect to phospholipids as previously
described (28,32). Typically, the fluorescent probe is added as a small
aliquot (0.5 mL) of a dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) concentrated solution
into a much larger solution (R0.5 mL) of buffer or culture medium. No
apparent effects were detected upon the addition of an equivalent aliquot
of pure DMSO (i.e., in the infrared (IR) spectra). For the staining of intra-
cellular LBs, ATII cells grown on glass coverslips were incubated with
100 mM Laurdan in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium for 1 h at
37C. In the case of the suspensions, the fluorescence spectra of all samples
were recorded in a temperature-controlled AmincoBowman Series 2 lumi-
nescence spectrometer, using an excitation wavelength of 370 nm and
recording the emission spectrum between 400 and 550 nm, within a temper-
ature range of 10–60C. Laurdan emission is typically blue (emission
around 440 nm) in the gel phase and green (around 490 nm) in the
liquid-crystalline phase (33,34). The results are expressed as a generalized
polarization function (GPF ¼ (I440  I490)/(I440 þ I490)), which quantifies
the emission spectral changes of the probe, sensitive to the extent of water
dipolar relaxation processes in lipid bilayers. It is important to remark that
our GPF measurements do not involve the use of polarizers, as in the polar-
ization function described previously the relative parallel and perpendicular
orientations of the polarizer are replaced by the intensities at the blue
and red edges of the emission spectrum. In some of the spectra shown
(i.e., see Fig. 3 B), a marginal contribution of the Raman scatter peak of
water can be seen as a small maximum at 425 nm, as a consequence of
the limited concentration of sample available in the case of LBPs. This
was subtracted before calculating the intensities contributing to GPF. Fluo-
rescence of intracellular LBs was measured with an inverted microscope
(Zeiss 35, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a Polychrome V Mono-
chromator (TILL Photonics, Planegg, Germany) and a microscopic stage
Highly Packed States of Lung Surfactant 2297T-controller (Tempcontrol 37, Zeiss). Excitation light was directed through
a 420 nm dichroic mirror into a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 100 NA 1.4 oil
objective. Fluorescence images were taken separately by using two band-
pass filters centered at 4355 5 and 4885 6 nm, respectively, and a cooled
12-bit charge-coupled device-camera (PCO-Sensicam, Germany) operated
at an acquisition rate of 1 frame/3 s and a binning factor of four. The optical
properties of the microscope including the filter sets were cross-calibrated
against the spectral output of a multiplate-spectrophotometer (Tecan
M200pro, Ma¨nnedorf, Switzerland) using Laurdan and DMSO as a refer-
ence. When transferred to the microscope, the same probe yielded a differ-
ence in the GPF values, in particular a much higher 488/435 nm signal
intensity ratio. This difference is due to a difference in the instrument’s op-
tical properties including the excitation source, all filter sets, and optical
components (e.g., objective). Thus, we introduced an empirical correction
factor for 488 nm to calibrate the GPF values obtained from the microscope
against those measured by the spectrophotometer. Thus, after subtraction of
image background, the GP formula was modified to be GPF ¼ (I440 
0.25 I490)/(I440þ 0.25 I490). Image and data analysis from fluorescence
measurements obtained from individual LBs were performed with ImageJ
and Microsoft Excel. For the Laurdan image presentation (Fig. 1 C), the
GPF function was calculated from the intensity corrected images using
the mathematical image functions implemented in ImageJ. At least 50
different LBs in at least six independent experiments were measured and
averaged to obtain the data presented in the figures.IR spectroscopy
Oriented multilayers were formed by slow evaporation of 100 mg of NS,
OE, or LBPs suspensions under ambient air, yielding a semidry film still
bearing residual hydration water molecules at the surface of a germanium
plate (35). The recorded spectra were corrected for atmospheric water
absorbance interferences by subtracting a reference atmospheric water
spectrum. Attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were re-FIGURE 1 Laurdan fluorescence in living rat ATII cells. (A) A single
ATII cell imaged by differential interference contrast microscopy, display-
ing its characteristic cytoplasm crowded with lamellar bodies. (B) Laurdan
fluorescence suggesting progressive labeling of the lamellar body mem-
branes from outer to inner locations. This illustrative image has been
acquired with an RGB camera at 360 nm fluorescence excitation and
>420 nm emission. (C) GPF representation in a single ATII cell evidencing
the sensitivity of LB membranes to temperature-dependent structural
changes. (Left) Black-and-white image captured at 25C and 463 nm emis-
sion. (Center and right) GPF image calculations of the same cell when
heated from 25 to 45C. GPF values are presented as color coded (scale
bar). (D) Plot of the thermotropic profile of GPF in intracellular LBs. Scale
bars in (A) and (B) represent 5 mm. Data shown are means 5 standard
deviation from in total 88 single LBs and 10 independent experiments.
To see this figure in color, go online.corded in the double-sided, forward-backward mode on a FTIR Bruker IFS
66/R spectrophotometer (Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with a liquid nitro-
gen cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector at a resolution of 2 cm1
and with an aperture of 3.5 mm. The spectrometer was continuously purged
with dry air (15 l/min) to minimize the contribution of atmospheric water.
The internal reflection element was a trapezoidal germanium ATR plate
(52  20  2 mm; ACM, Villiers St Fre´de´ric, France) with an aperture
angle of 45 yielding 30 internal reflections. The orientation of multilayer
membrane arrays was confirmed upon calculation of the dichroic absortion
ratios, as described elsewhere (35). The thermotropic behavior of the sam-
ples within a range from 15 to 50C was characterized analyzing the
asymmetric stretching of the CH2 vibration region, which is sensitive to
trans-gauche isomerization of the lipid chains. To investigate the potential
lyotropic polymorphism present in the samples, the region corresponding to
CH2 bending vibration, sensitive to the presence of nonlamellar phases, was
also analyzed. Data processing was performed with the software MATLAB
R12 Kinetics (The MathWorks, Natick, MA), generously provided by
Dr. Erik Goormaghtigh, from Universite Libre de Bruxelles. Baseline cor-
responding with the crystal absorption in the absence of sample and the
atmospheric water contribution were subtracted as described (36). The cor-
rected spectra were smoothed by apodization of its Fourier transform by the
Fourier transform of a 4 cm1 Gaussian line shape. The precise position of
the different bands was estimated from the second derivative spectra.Polarization microscopy
Polarization microcopy was performed with an inverted microscope (Zeiss
35) equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 100 NA 1.4 oil objective and
crossed polarizers placed between the bright field condenser and the rear
aperture of the objective.Giant unilamellar vesicles preparation
Aliquots of suspended LBPs were incubated with the fluorescent probes
Bodipy-PC and DiIC18 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) diluted in an
aliquot of DMSO, as described previously, for 1 h at 45C (probe/
phospholipid¼ 1% mol/mol). For the electroformation of giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) composed of labeled-LBPs, 5 ml of an aqueous suspension
of LBPswere spread on the surface of indium-tin oxide-coated glass slides as
small drops and dried under a stream of N2, avoiding a complete dehydration
of the sample to maintain membrane integrity. Sufficient volume of a buff-
ered solution containing 5mMTris and 20mMNaClwas added to a chamber
composed of two conductor glass slides separated by a Teflon spacer of 1mm
and sealed with vinyl paste (CritoSeal; Leica BioSystems, Wetzlar, Ger-
many). The chamber was connected to a function generator (Digimess FG
100, Nu¨rnberg, Germany) and a low frequency AC field was applied using
the following sequence: 1) From 0 to 1.5 V, increasing 250 mV every
5 min, with a frequency of 500 Hz; 2) 1.5 V for 1 h, at 500 Hz; and 3)
from 500Hz to 0Hz, reducing 100Hz every 10min. After vesicle formation,
the AC field was turned off, and the vesicles were collected with a pipette
and transferred to a plastic tube. GUV preparations were observed under a
fluorescence upright microscope at 37C (Leica DM-4000B) equipped
with the appropriate fluorescence filters for Bodipy-PC and DiIC18 fluores-
cence (maximum fluorescence emission at 488 and 543 nm, respectively)
and connected to a cooled digital camera (model C10600-10B ORCA-R2,
Hamamatsu, Herrsching am Ammersee, Germany).Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of LBP
suspensions
Suspensions of secreted LBPs were directly deposited on top of a freshly
exfoliated mica substrate at 37C and the sample left until solvent evapora-
tion. The AFM images were obtained with a Multimode Nanoscope IIIABiophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306
2298 Cerrada et al.equipped with a type E scanner (Veeco Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA),
operated in tapping mode. Tips used were RTESP phosphorus (n) doped
silicon probes with a typical radius of >10 nm, nominal spring constant
of 40 mN/m, and resonance frequency between 266 and 309 KHz. Topog-
raphy and phase images were recorded from each sample with 256 scan
lines and a frame rate of 0.5 Hz.FIGURE 2 Polarized light microscopy of lamellar bodies. (A) Single
ATII cell imaged by polarized light microscopy. LBs appear as bright, bire-
fringent structures with a central extinction cross (inset), whereas other
cellular structures remain invisible. (B) The increase in temperature leads
to a disappearance of the polarization signal. (C) Plot is showing the inverse
correlation between polarization signal and temperature. (D) Plot is demon-
strating the correlation between temperature-dependent polarization inten-
sity and the temperature-dependent GPF of Laurdan. Data shown are
means 5 standard deviation from in total 60 single LBs and six indepen-
dent experiments.Adsorption kinetics assay
Surfactant materials were stained with Bodipy-PC (probe/surfactant ¼
1% mol/mol) for 1 h at 45C. Accumulation of surfactant at the interface
was evaluated in 96-well microtiter plates as described by Ravasio et al.
(37) in a FLUOSTAROptima microplate reader (BMG Labtech, Offenburg,
Germany). Briefly, wells were filled with a solution containing 5 mg/ml of
the strongly light-absorbing agent BB, and labeled-surfactant samples
(20 ml and 0.5 mg/well) were injected with a multichannel pipette at the
bottom of the wells (100 ml final volume). Time 0 for measurements was
considered at the moment the whole plate was introduced into the reader,
thermostatized, and shaken. After orbital shaking, fluorescence coming
from stably surface-adsorbed material was measured by the instrument,
whereas fluorescence coming from nonadsorbed complexes was quenched
by BB. To evaluate the inhibitory effect of plasma proteins or meconium
cholesterol on the adsorption of surfactant materials, experiments were
also performed in the presence of increasing concentrations of human
serum or meconium, respectively. Values were compared after 60 min
of adsorption, because in the standard assay of a good surfactant,
adsorption reaches near maximum after around 60 min; kinetics are then
normally stabilized, and longer times do not make a real difference. In
contrast, inactivated or less active surfactant takes longer to reach
maximum adsorption and therefore can be detected as less active by
comparing readings at 60 min. If inhibition is only producing a slower
adsorption, the measurements at much longer times may not actually reflect
such a different behavior. Data in these experiments are presented as the
average of three replicates with their standard deviation, in relative fluores-
cence units (RFU) corrected by subtraction of the measured background
(RFU-Bg).Statistical analysis
Pictures (see Figs. 1, 5, and 6) are representative images after observing
several independent experiments. Data (see Figs. 3, 4, and 7) represent
means 5 standard deviation after averaging three independent experi-
ments. Number of experiments and LBs counted to obtain data (see
Figs. 1 and 2) are indicated at the legends. Statistical differences between
groups were analyzed using the Student’s t-test. Significant different values
were indicated with *(p < 0.05) and **(p < 0.01).RESULTS
Membrane thermotropic properties
To evaluate packing and hydration properties of the native
surfactant forms we took advantage of the spectroscopic
features of the probe Laurdan, which is sensitive to the
hydration level of the lipid headgroup region and so detects
changes in membrane phase properties (38). We started our
investigations in isolated, intact rat ATII cells (Fig. 1 A), the
source of pulmonary surfactant, where we found that stain-
ing of intracellular LBs by Laurdan was extremely time- and
temperature-dependent (Fig. 1 B). Laurdan labeling was
observed to progress with time, as the probe diffused pro-Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306gressively into deeper regions of packed LBs, and staining
occurred faster at 37C than at 25C.
At 37C and after 1 h of incubation, most of the probe
accumulated close to the external limiting membrane of
LBs, whereas diffusion of the probe into deeper layers
occurred at prolonged incubation times (3 h) (not shown).
As obvious from Fig. 1, LBs are the main or even exclusive
site of Laurdan accumulation and individual LBs show a
consistent spectral emission of Laurdan with only small dif-
ferences between lipid ordered (blue) and lipid disordered
(green) states. The thermotropic phase behavior of these
LB membranes was tested by applying an incremental,
linear increase in T (15 to 50C) to the stained cells
(Fig. 1, C and D), demonstrating a relatively high dehy-
drated and packed state below and even above physiological
temperatures. At 25C, LB membranes showed GPF values
of around 0.4, similarly to what has been previously
reported for condensed pure dipalmitoylphosphatidylcho-
line (DPPC) layers and significantly higher than those
obtained from expanded fully hydrated palmitoyloleoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (POPC) bilayers and monolayers,
which display GPF values around 0.2 at the same temper-
ature (32). At 45C, GPF in intracellular surfactant mem-
branes still remained in positive values of around 0.2
(dehydrated, condensed packing) compared to the fairly
expanded and hydrated character of DPPC, POPC, or
Highly Packed States of Lung Surfactant 2299DPPC/PG bilayers, which exhibit values below 0 at equiva-
lent temperatures (36).
To gain additional insight into structural features of the
lipid assemblies in LBs we examined living ATII cells by
incident polarized light microscopy (Fig. 2). The obvious
and strong anisotropy of intracellular LBs strongly suggests
an ordered, liquid-crystalline assembly of the surfactant
molecules. We further hypothesize, due to the regular
extinction cross visible within individual LBs, that the
reason of optical anisotropy is caused by the radial-symmet-
ric orientation of the phospholipid acyl chains, whereas the
intensity of anisotropy may be determined by either the
amount of bilayers per unit of volume and/or the degree
of molecular alignment of the acyl chains with respect to
the orientation of the polarized light wave front (Fig. 2 A
and B). Indeed, the relationship between signal intensity
and temperature was shown to be inverse, as the polarization
intensity decreased with a rise in temperature (Fig. 2, B
and C). In summary, the thermotropic profiles obtained
from polarization microscopy and Laurdan fluorescence
were comparable, and even showed a linear correlation
(Fig. 2 D). In contrast to LBPs, whole NS only exhibit
diffuse signals under the polarization microscope, suggest-
ing that most structures have been at least partially un-
packed, losing a substantial fraction of their original order.
Laurdan fluorescence was examined to test for differ-
ences between released LBPs, native surfactant membranes,
and membranes reconstituted from its organic extracts
(Fig. 3). NS and OE exhibited a typical broaden phase
transition, from an ordered (blue emission) to a disordered
state (green emission), ending slightly above 37C (see
also Laurdan spectra of membranes reconstituted from
OE, Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). However, released
LBPs showed a significantly less pronounced GPF change
upon the same thermal treatment, maintaining a blue emis-
sion throughout the entire T-range up to unphysiologically
high temperatures, similar to that obtained with intracellular
LBs (Fig. 3 C). Thus, intracellular LBs as well as secreted(open circles), membranes reconstituted from organic extract of NS (OE) (soli
deviation after averaging data from three independent experiments. To see thisLBPs exhibit an apparently more limited phase transition,
which is different from that exhibited by NS or OE mem-
branes. Nevertheless, when compared intracellular and
freshly released LBPs at high temperatures such as 50C,
the latter ones exhibited even higher GPF values (0.11 in
intracellular LBs—see Fig. 1 D versus 0.32 in LBPs),
demonstrating a striking condensed and dehydrated char-
acter, at least in the headgroup membrane region into which
Laurdan has been partitioning.
The ATR-FTIR spectra also evidence differences in the
thermotropic behavior and structural organization of lipid
phases in LBPs compared to NS or OE membranes
(Fig. 4). These two materials exhibit an almost identical
thermotropic transition ending at 35–37C, characterized
by a small but consistent shift of the CH2 asymmetric
stretching band to higher wavenumbers. LBPs exhibit a
particular thermotropic profile shifted to substantially
higher wavenumbers, and their Tm is increased in compari-
son with that of NS or OE membranes (Fig. 4 A). A similar
shift to higher wavenumbers of the symmetric strechting
band was also observed in spectra of LBPs (see Fig. S2).
The increase of wavenumber in the CH2 stretching bands
upon heating above Tm is attributed to the presence of
gauche conformers along the acyl chains (39–41). The
frequency of the LBPs IR absorption band is shifted to a
higher wavenumber than observed in natural surfactant,
indicating more intrinsically disordered acyl chains in
LBPs (Fig. 4 B). On the other hand, CH2 bending bands
are sensitive to hexagonally packed hydrocarbon chains,
and therefore to phase organization (40). LBPs display
displaced bands with respect to the spectra of membranes
of NS or its OE, suggesting the potential presence in
LBPs of nonlamellar lipid phases (Fig. 4 C). A shift toward
a higher wavenumber of the frequency of the C¼O strecht-
ing band in the spectra of LBPs with respect to the spectra
from NS or its OE (1740 vs. 1739 cm1, see Fig. S2 in
the Supporting Material) could be also taken as indicative
of the existence of nonlamellar phases (40).FIGURE 3 Thermotropic profile of secreted
lamellar bodies in comparison with surfactant
membranes purified from whole lung as measured
by Laurdan spectroscopy. Fluorescence emission
spectra of Laurdan in suspensions of NS mem-
branes purified from BAL (A) or suspensions of
secreted LBPs from rat ATII cells (B) recorded
at 10C (black line), 15C (red line), 20C (light
green line), 25C (yellow line), 30C (light
blue line), 35C (pink line), 37C (turquoise
line), 40C (gray line), 42C (maroon line), 45C
(dark green line), 50C (light brown line), 55C
(dark blue line), and 60C (purple line). Note
that the small peak at 425 nm just comes from
the remaining contribution of the Raman scatter
peak of water. (C) Thermotropic profiles of the
GPF of Laurdan fluorescence in NS membranes
d circles), and LBPs (solid triangles). Data shown are means 5 standard
figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 4 ATR-FTIR spectroscopy of surfactant
preparations. (A) Thermotropic behavior of NS
membranes (open circles), membranes reconstituted
from its OE (solid circles), and secreted LBPs (solid
triangles), as sensed by the wavenumber shift of the
CH2 asymmetric stretching IR bands. (B and C)
ATR-FTIR spectra of NS (—), OE ($$$$$), and
LBPs (- - -) membranes at spectral regions sensitive
to the CH2 asymmetric strechting band (B) or to
the CH2 bending band (C). Numbers indicate the
wavenumber at the maximum of each peak to high-
light the shift between the different surfactant mate-
rials. Data shown in (A) are means 5 standard
deviation from three independent experiments.
2300 Cerrada et al.Lateral organization of membranes derived
from LBPs
To examine the lateral phase structure of LBPs we trans-
formed them into GUVs and introduced Bodipy-PC and
DiIC18 as domain-sensitive fluorescent probes (Fig. 5). Pre-
vious work showed that NS membranes could be trans-
formed into GUVs while preserving their lateral structure
of segregated ordered/disordered phases (42). The particular
round shape of the segregated domains as well as the parti-
tion properties of the two fluorescent probes suggest that
the lateral organization of vesicles made of LBP material
also corresponds to a fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase
coexistence (Fig. 5 A). When the vesicles adsorbed onto
the glass support (Fig. 5 B), a flat membrane layer was
created, with a core-like region surrounded by an area of
more disordered material. This suggested that adsorption
of membranes onto the glass surface is initiated from the
disordered phases.FIGURE 5 Lateral structure in membranes of GUVs prepared from
secreted lamellar bodies. GUVs were observed before (A) and after their
spontaneous adsorption and spreading on glass surfaces (B). GUVs were
labeled with the lipophilic fluorescence probes Bodipy-PC (green, left
panel) and DiIC 18 (red, central panel). Merge of both channels is dis-
played on the right. Rounded red areas in the images correspond to fluid-
ordered regions, and the green background to fluid-disordered phases.
The scale bars correspond to 5 mm in (A) and 10 mm in (B), respectively.
To see this figure in color, go online.
Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306Nanostructure of adsorbed LBPs
To further explore the lateral structure of the membranes
constituting LBPs at submicrometer and nanometric scales
we examined their organization by AFM. The study of NS
membranes by this technique had confirmed the lateral
segregation of ordered/disordered regions seen by fluores-
cence (42) Fig. 6 shows AFM images obtained from those
structures LBPs are forming upon spontaneous adsorption
and spreading onto mica supports. In Fig. 6 A homogeneous
membranous patches with round protruding boundaries are
observed. These areas contain a central core displaying a
particular pattern composed of structures of different
heights. Topological analysis shows that the distribution of
heights observed in the central core is more heterogeneous
than the height distribution observed in the surrounding
area. The central area is magnified in Fig. 6 B, revealing
numerous well-defined submicron-sized structures with
similar diameters (around 0.1 mm) and a height of around
7–8 nm with respect to the general lipid patch and distrib-
uted with certain regularity (distanced 0.1 mm with respect
to each other). With a minor proportion, other structural
organizations were observed as seen in Fig. 6 C, which
shows a membrane patch with similar morphology but
without the presence of a distinguishable central area and
displaying various nanosized areas with at least four
different levels of height. In general terms, the structure of
the membrane layer formed upon adsorption of LBPs onto
mica surfaces had a higher level of complexity, with
numerous 3D membrane protrusions, than observed in sur-
face SN layers (42). This confirms that, although adsorption
processes of surfactant onto solid supports may be very
different to those occurring at air-liquid interfaces, the study
of the behavior of surfactant structures spread onto glass or
mica may be useful to explore intrinsic features that are
difficult to observe in situ.Adsorption properties and resistance to
inhibition
To investigate the interfacial adsorption properties of LBPs
in the presence of inhibitory agents, we used a method
FIGURE 6 Nanostructure of membranes from surface adsorbed LBPs. AFM scanning images have been taken from LBPs adsorbed onto mica surfaces.
Phase contrast mode and topology images, tridimensional projections, and topological profiles are compared at different magnifications. (A) Images of a
5  5 mm surface region. (B) Magnification from the area covered in (A) to scan a 1  1 mm surface region. (C) AFM image of a 5  5 mm region covering
a condensed-like domain such as those seen in the GUV fluorescence experiments.
Highly Packed States of Lung Surfactant 2301previously developed in our laboratory that allows evalua-
tion of the amount of surfactant material accumulating at
the interface and the resistance of the formed surface films
and associated structures against mechanical agitation
(37). The deleterious effect of serum proteins and meconium
has been previously shown to cause a significant impairment
of the surface properties of surfactant, associated with se-
vere respiratory disorders such as acute respiratory distress
syndrome or meconium aspiration syndrome, respectively
(43,44). In Fig. 7, adsorption kinetics of comparable quanti-
ties of suspensions of NS (left panel), its reconstituted OE
(middle panel), or LBPs (right panel) have been assessed
in the presence of increasing amounts of serum (Fig. 7 A)
or meconium (Fig. 7 C), respectively. The results show
that all materials reach the interface quickly and remain sta-
bly associated with it, while their exposure to increasing
concentrations of either of the two inhibitory agents pro-duces a progressive reduction in the amount of surface-asso-
ciated material. However, LBPs show a marked resistance to
inhibition, displaying significantly better adsorption kinetics
than native surfactant membranes in the presence of equiv-
alent concentrations of inhibitory agents (Fig. 7, B and D).DISCUSSION
The assembly of lung surfactant membranes in the LBs of
alveolar type II cells requires the ATP-driven action of
ABCA3 transporters. This leads to hypothesize that the en-
ergy expenditure during LB biogenesis confers an energy-
loaded state to the surfactant complexes, which might
explain the remarkable efficiency by which released LBPs
avidly transform into an interfacial film (24). In contrast,
NS complexes purified from BALs have been usually
considered as the most representative surfactant material,Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306
FIGURE 7 Resistance to inhibition of the inter-
facial adsorption properties of surfactant prepa-
rations. Dose-dependent inhibitory effect of
human serum proteins (A and B) or meconium
(C and D) on the adsorption kinetics of NS
(left), membranes reconstituted from its OE
(center), and LBPs secreted from rat ATII
cells (right). Serum protein concentrations were 0
(black circle), 1 (red circle), 5 (green inverted
triangle), 10 (yellow triangle), 25 (pink square),
100 (blue square), and 200 (turquoise diamond)
mg/ml and are presented using a logarithmic scale.
Cholesterol concentrations in meconium were 0
(black circle), 0.25 (red circle), 0.5 (green
inverted triangle), 1 (yellow triangle), 1.5 (blue
square), and 2 (pink square) mg/ml. Right
panel summarizes serum protein (above) and
meconium cholesterol (below) dose-response ef-
fects on the amount of adsorbed material. Fluo-
rescence values were taken after 60 min of
adsorption of NS (open circles), OE (solid
circles) or LBPs (solid triangles). Adsorption effi-
cacy in terms of amount of adsorbed material
into the surface was significantly higher in the
case of LBPs than in NS or its OE at elevated con-
centrations of inhibitory agents. Data shown are means 5 standard deviation after averaging data from three independent experiments. Asterisks
indicate statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) of LPBs versus NS. To see this figure in color, go online.
2302 Cerrada et al.a sort of gold standard, for defining structure-function deter-
minants and optimal surfactant functions. However, taking
into account that the isolation procedure is collecting
material from very different regions of the respiratory tract
(e.g., bronchioli) and that this material may contain the
product of different states of metabolic and physical conver-
sions (i.e., already exposed to an air-liquid interface or even
recycled), the resultant samples may consist only partially
of the functional active fraction secreted into the lung
alveoli. In fact, previous studies of our group provided evi-
dence that interfacial films formed by freshly secreted LBPs
have significantly different structure and properties than
films formed by whole natural surfactant purified from ani-
mal lungs (24), which could also contain already spent or
partly inactivated material.
Our results are consistent with LB membranes possessing
a particular highly efficient structure, in terms of producing,
once reaching the air-liquid interface, a rapid formation of
stable surface films, both in the absence and presence of in-
hibitors. In the presence of equivalent concentration of
serum, LBPs always led to accumulation of larger amounts
of material at the interface than NS or the membranes recon-
stituted from its OE. The membranes constituting freshly
secreted LBPs retain an apparently highly dehydrated and
packed state in comparison with NS or OE, at least with
respect to the membrane regions sensed by Laurdan, despite
the fact that LBPs are diluted and fully hydrated as a whole,
and that membranes in LBPs are fully permeable to polar
molecules like the probe FM1-43. This is astonishing
because in NS, a highly dehydrated and packed state can
only be seen by applying a lateral compression (32). ThisBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306observation is also consistent with previous morphological
descriptions in which released LBPs appear as dense partic-
ulate entities, which retain a highly packed character until
contacting the air-liquid interface (22). In addition, it also
reflects consistence with the observation of our group that
the efficiency in surfactant performance at the interface is
related to the propensity of surfactant layers to reach highly
dehydrated states (32). Interestingly, the staining of intracel-
lular LBs by Laurdan slightly differed among individual
LBs within the same cell (see for instance the left panel of
Fig. 1 C), which could reflect the coexistence of different
stages in biogenesis and maturation of these organelles.
Some LBs are completely stained by Laurdan, whereas
others are just stained in layers closer to the external mem-
brane (see individual LBs in Fig. 1 B). These differences in
Laurdan staining likely reflect differences in the packing
and membrane accumulation state affecting the accessibility
of the probe. Of importance, though, Laurdan revealed a
highly dehydrated state of the surfactant lipids in LBs
(Fig. 1 D) and a thermotropic profile that was similar to
that of LBPs (Fig. 3 C). Furthermore, the thermotropic pro-
file as revealed by Laurdan spectroscopy reveals a striking
similarity to the changes obtained by polarization micro-
scopy. Although Laurdan fluorescence is most likely
providing information about lipid packing density and
hydration, and polarization microscopy is most likely
providing information about periodical molecular organiza-
tion, it can be assumed that both inform essentially about the
same phenomenon, the transition from ordered to disordered
states. Polarization microscopy, however, is noninvasive and
thus served as an acceptable positive control for the use of
Highly Packed States of Lung Surfactant 2303Laurdan as an invasive lipophilic probe. It is known that
anisotropic lipids forming crystal-like structures are able
to produce birefringence patterns under polarized light
(45). Considering this, we interpret that the optical anisot-
ropy of LBs is probably the result of the radial-symmetric
orientation of the phospholipid acyl chains and that LBs
exist in a liquid-crystal arrangement at physiological tem-
peratures. As a matter of fact, the preponderance of anisot-
ropy reflected in these cross signals has been observed in
other lipid preparations being also associated to smectic
liquid-crystalline states (46). In addition, the fact that the
polarization signal diminished upon heating toward an
optically isotropic state, but increased again after cooling
(not shown), could be consistent with a reversible kind of
structural reorganization such as a true phase transition.
Previous studies revealed that LBs appear to be under me-
chanical tension, which is partially relieved when the hemi-
fusion state between LB limiting membrane and the
pneumocyte plasma membrane is reached (47). Early fusion
events also produced a substantial reduction of the cross
signals in secreting LBs (not shown), indicating that the
exposure of the outer surface of secreted LBPs to the extra-
cellular environment could be a step promoting the acquisi-
tion of the competent stage for LBPs to adsorb efficiently at
the interface.
ATR-FTIR thermotropic profiles also revealed tempera-
ture-dependent changes in lipid packing and lipid order,
without the necessity of introducing extrinsic probes. Again,
the thermotropic profile of LBPs is significantly different
from those of NS membranes or membranes reconstituted
from its OE. The position of the CH2 asymmetric stretching
IR absorption band, which is sensitive to conformation,
shifted upon heating above Tm, which is attributed to the
presence of gauche conformers along the acyl chains
(39–41). In LBPs, the frequency of the band is shifted to
significantly higher wavenumbers than observed in NS,
indicating more intrinsically disordered acyl chains. This
higher disordered state of the acyl chains in LBPs as deter-
mined by ATR-FTIR is apparently in conflict with the
results obtained by the Laurdan measurements, which
demonstrated a higher packing and lower hydration. How-
ever, these inconsistencies could be conciliated considering
the possible presence of nonlamellar phases (40). We exam-
ined the IR spectra at the CH2 bending absorption band,
which is dependent on acyl chain packing and conformation
and therefore sensitive to the possible presence of nonlamel-
lar phases (39,48). This band also reflects important differ-
ences between LBP membranes and both NS and its OE,
which are known to be organized constituting two lamellar
phases with different thicknesses, as observed by small-
angle x-ray scattering (49). Recently, it has been proposed
that nonlamellar phases might indeed exist in surfactant
lipid complexes and that these phases could be involved in
the interconnection of the active surface film with multilay-
ered structures acting as a surfactant reservoir at the aqueoussubphase (50). By using lipid model systems, it has also
been shown that the surfactant proteins SP-B and SP-C pro-
mote formation of cubic phases (50,51). Furthermore, sur-
face-active lipids have been shown to facilitate the
formation of hexagonal HII phases (52), highlighting the
importance of lipid polymorphism in surfactant function.
Unfortunately though, ATR-FTIR does not provide suffi-
cient structural information to definitely prove or disprove
the presence of particular lipid phases as could be the case
for x-ray diffraction or P31 NMR. These techniques could
not be applied to study LBP samples due to the extremely
limited amount of LBPs that can be collected from isolated
cells.
Considering the complex composition of lipids and pro-
teins in lung surfactant, the role of phase coexistence has
already been suggested as a key feature in functional terms
(42,53). Our results obtained upon examination of the lateral
phase structure of intact GUVs prepared from LBP mem-
branes are consistent with previous reports from Ravasio
et al. (24) who demonstrated that the films formed by ad-
sorbed LBPs spontaneously segregate into both ordered
and disordered phases. It is conceivable that the conditions
used to convert LBPs into GUVs may induce changes into
the structure of surfactant membranes, particularly with
respect to the membrane fusion events required to form
the large membrane sheets that ultimately constitute the
giant vesicles. Still, these experiments confirm that mem-
branes in LBPs maintain the ability to segregate ordered
and disordered lipid regions, a hallmark of pulmonary sur-
factant layers. Examination by AFM revealed that once
adsorbed onto supports, LBPs generate structures with two
different areas including a central core exhibiting well-
defined domains distanced with certain regularity sur-
rounded by flat membrane patches. The prominent domains
could be interpreted as the result of the formation of large
protruded 3D structures typically observed from LBPs ad-
sorbed on air-liquid interfaces (24), very different than the
flat layers formed by SN, both at mica surfaces (42) and
at the interface in situ (24). The periodical distribution of
the domains present in the core resemble a lattice-like struc-
ture and suggests the presence of membrane-associated
scaffolds of proteins, imposing these distances. Moreover,
the complexity observed in the nanostructure of adsorbed
LBPs displays marked differences with respect to the orga-
nization of NS membranes visualized under AFM (28).
The unique structural organization of LB membranes
seem to be particularly well suited to sustain an efficient
formation of surface active films, even in the presence of
inhibitory agents such as serum or meconium. The higher
adsorptive capacity of LBPs in comparison with whole NS
membranes has already been demonstrated (37). Consistent
with previous biophysical studies (23,44), we also observed
that these inhibitors lead to a dramatic reduction in the accu-
mulation of surfactant material into the air-liquid interface
and so reduce its adsorptive capability. Here, we have shownBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306
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resistance to both serum proteins and cholesterol than whole
NS and complexes reconstituted from its OE. These findings
suggest that LBPs are endowed with adsorptive mechanisms
that are clearly different from those of NS or its OE.
Although the nature and molecular identity of these mecha-
nisms is still enigmatic, this study is putting forward the idea
that either a peculiar phase organization in the membranes
of LBPs, or the presence of a protein scaffold on the outer-
most LBP membrane may be part of a mechanism by which
an efficient adsorption can occur, even in the presence of
strong inhibitory conditions.
The transfer of phospholipid species across the limiting
membrane of LBs during their biogenesis is catalyzed by
ABCA3 transporters with expenditure of ATP (16). Thus,
lipid assembly in LBs is a highly energy-dependent process.
We propose that the energy accumulated during biogenesis
could convert LBs into a sort of pressurized particles, with
phospholipids adopting particular high-energy structures
that may include nonlamellar assemblies. This activated
structure likely includes a high level of dehydration, which
might be promoted both by the high packing created upon
accumulation of phospholipids into a limited volume, and
as a consequence of osmotic stress induced by the segrega-
tion of large protein complexes out from the tightly packed
multilamellar arrays. A similar polymer-promoted osmotic
stress could be behind the well documented effect of large
polymers to induce activation of different pulmonary surfac-
tant preparations, which then become particularly resistant
to serum inhibition (44,54). The stability conferred by this
internal pressure or mechanical tension could be maintained
as long as the external membrane of the secreted LBs is
intact. Once reaching the air-liquid interface, the disruption
of the external membrane could somehow liberate all the
energy accumulated, resulting in the observation of a highly
efficient interfacial adsorption, even in the presence of in-
hibitors. However, once adsorbed and spread, surfactant ma-
terial would have lost important features of its original
activated structure, and could be therefore considered as
already spent surfactant. Exposure to the highly oxidative
pulmonary airspaces could also led to partial oxidation
and further deactivation of the functionally important lipid
and protein species in surfactant. All these processes
would be responsible for a significant reduction of activity
of the average surfactant complexes obtained from lavage
compared with those freshly secreted by pneumocytes.
The presence of inactivated or spent structures contained
in native surfactant has been previously and extensively re-
ported by a number of authors (55–59), although the nature
of this activity dissipation has never been fully understood.
The elucidation of the mechanisms involving the assem-
bly of highly active surfactant complexes would be of high
relevance for the design of novel therapeutic materials with
less susceptibility to inhibition and a higher therapeutic
efficiency for the treatment of respiratory pathologies suchBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2295–2306as the acute respiratory distress syndrome or interstitial
lung diseases.
In summary, our results show that pulmonary surfactant
membranes as they are assembled and freshly released by
the ATII cells display very distinctive features. They are
in a highly packed and dehydrated state with an optimized
adsorptive performance toward air-liquid interfaces, and
with a high intrinsic resistance to inactivation. These fea-
tures are very different from those of natural surfactant typi-
cally isolated from animal lungs and typically used in
surfactant research, and could arise from the fact that
LBPs are a primordial form in which surfactant is released,
still containing the whole complement of lipids and proteins
in a possibly unaltered structural configuration. Future
investigations will be necessary to unveil this configuration
at a molecular level and to apply this knowledge to
the design and production of new optimized therapeutic
surfactants.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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